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Abstract: Density functional theory calculations were performed to examine electronic and structural 

features of favipiravir (Fav) for iron (Fe) chelation. Fav was well known for the possible medication of 

COVID-19; however, its mechanism of action has still been a challenging issue. Therefore, this work 

was done to provide information regarding the possible action of Fav for participating in the Fe chelation 

process. To this aim, various types of molecular and atomic descriptors were obtained to discuss the 

topic of this work. Obtained values of energies indicated different levels of stability for pure Fav 

compounds, in which such variations were also found for FavFe complexes. Molecular orbital-related 

features showed a different tendency to contribute to reactions for both pure and complex Fav models, 

in which changes of the energy levels of molecular orbitals raise the detection function of Fe for Fav 

compounds. Atomic-scale features also indicated direct and indirect roles of atomic sites for formations 

of FavFe complex models. As a consequence, the idea of Fe chelation by Fav compound was affirmed 

regarding the obtained results with providing detailed information for investigating the mechanism of 

action of Fav in treatment of COVID-19. 
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1. Introduction 

Favipiravir (Fav) has become well known from the appearance of COVID-19 

(coronavirus disease) in late 2019 [1-3]. Indeed, the very harmful and deathful impacts of 

COVID-19 on the human life system pushed almost all researchers to find a possible solution 

to prevent virus infection distribution and medication of infected patients [4-6]. Among such 

huge research activities, Fav has been introduced as one of the possible drugs for the medication 

of those infected patients by the coronavirus [7-9]. However, the mechanism of action and 

percentage of success of Fav for dealing with this mysterious disease has still been an unknown 

issue, and further works are required [10-12]. To this point, several works have been developed 

to explore various features of Fav in all media of computations or experiments [11-13]. Among 

these, iron (Fe) chelation has been seen as an important mechanism of action against 

coronavirus infection, especially for those patients with serious problems to the health system 

by harmful impacts on lung tissue [14-16]. Therefore, it could be a subject of examining Fe 

chelation with the assistance of Fav for possible treatment of COVID-19 as described by earlier 

works that such challenging action could help the survival of patients [17-19]. In this regard, a 

detailed investigation could be performed by employing computer-based tools to examine 
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electronic and structural features of the compounds at the smallest molecular and atomic scales 

to provide more insightful information [20-22]. 

Within this work, the electronic and structural features of Fav were analyzed for Fe 

chelation by means of performing quantum chemical calculations (Figure 1). To approach the 

goal, the possible existence of structures for Fav was recognized first, and their ability for Fe 

chelation was examined next (Figure 2). Tautomerism is a common occurrence of hydrogen 

atom movement among oxygen and nitrogen atoms of heterocyclic organic structures [23-25]. 

For Fav, such a tautomerism process could be expected to occur between two nitrogen atoms 

of the ring to provide suitable atomic positions for participating in Fe chelation. Consequently, 

evaluating molecular and atomic descriptors (Tables 1 and 2) could help sense such an idea for 

providing more insightful information about the treatment of mysterious COVID-19 by the 

assistance of Fav within Fe chelation aspect. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Favipiravir (Fav). 

2. Materials and Methods 

First, 3D models of Fav compounds were obtained by performing optimization 

processes to achieve stabilized structures regarding the movement of hydrogen atoms among 

two nitrogen atom positions of heterocyclic structures (Figures 1 and 2). By doing such 

processes, four models, including Fav1-Fav4, were recognized for participating in the Fe 

chelation process. Such Fe atomic decorated models were optimized again to characterize such 

features of Fe chelation by each of Fav compounds resulting in four models of Fav1Fe-Fav4Fe. 

Full optimization processes were performed for the models' systems employing the B3LYP/6-

31G* level of density functional of theory (DFT) as implemented in the Gaussian program [26]. 

As a result, the optimized models were obtained to evaluate corresponding electronic and 

structural features for approaching the goal of this work for examining Fav for participating in 

Fe chelation processes. Various types of energies, including total energy (Etot) and chelation 

energy (Echel) were obtained for the model systems to show the strength of obtained structural 

systems. Moreover, energy levels of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the 

lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), energy gap (Egap), chemical hardness and 

softness (η and σ), and dipole moment (Dm) were evaluated for the model systems as 

summarized in Table 1. HOMO and LUMO distribution patterns were also visualized for 

showing the frontier molecular orbitals localizations in the models' systems (Figure 2). In 

addition to such molecular-scale descriptors, atomic features were analyzed by calculating 

quadrupole coupling constants (Cq) for the model systems' H, N, O, and Fe atoms, as 

summarized in (Table 2). Earlier works indicated that such Cq atomic descriptors could 
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recognize the electronic features of atomic sites to show variations of such properties among 

the investigated model systems [27-29]. To this point, such atomic descriptors were obtained 

here for investigating the model systems for showing the impacts of Fe chelation on the original 

features of Fav and how Fav could work for such function regarding the atomic scale aspects. 

As a consequence, the required features for examining electronic and structural features of the 

models' systems were provided to reach the goal of this work (Tables 1 and 2 and Figures 1 and 

2). 

Table 1. Molecular descriptors for the optimized models.* 

 

Model Etot eV Echel eV HOMO eV LUMO eV Egap eV η eV σ eV-1 Dm Debye 

Fav1 -16530.793 n/a -6.712 -2.658 4.054 2.027 0.493 5.906 

Fav2 -16530.628 n/a -6.464 -2.631 3.833 1.916 0.522 5.329 

Fav3 -16529.460 n/a -6.104 -2.829 3.276 1.638 0.611 8.191 

Fav4 -16530.418 n/a -6.319 -2.858 3.461 1.730 0.578 2.913 

Fav1Fe -50913.454 -3.634 -4.347 -1.819 2.527 1.264 0.791 1.948 

Fav2Fe -50912.638 -2.981 -3.519 -2.264 1.255 0.628 1.594 3.588 

Fav3Fe -50912.564 -4.076 -4.416 -1.985 2.431 1.215 0.823 4.206 

Fav4Fe -50912.070 -2.624 -4.538 -2.108 2.430 1.215 0.823 4.217 
*See Figures 1 and 2 for the models' representations. 

3. Results and Discussion 

As shown in Figure 1, the model structure of Fav could be expected for Fe chelation by 

the assistance of available oxygen and nitrogen sites as assigned by N1/N2 and O1/O2. The 

hydrogen atom of N1 could be moved to another position located at N2 for making possible 

such co-assistance of N and O atoms for Fe chelation. Moreover, the bond of the external 

attached group to the heterocyclic ring could be rotated to make possible such a chelation 

region. By such descriptions, four models of parent Fav compounds were found, as shown in 

Figure 2, in which other Fe chelated models were obtained for the models' systems. Available 

lone pairs of electrons at the atomic valence shells of N and O atoms and available vacancy of 

orbitals at the atomic valence shell of Fe could make possible such chelation by means of Fav 

compound. To this point, the models were optimized to reach the stabilized structures, and the 

corresponding descriptors (Tables 1 and 2) were found to analyze the investigated systems' 

electronic and structural features.    

Based on obtained energies from optimization processes, Fav1 was the structure with 

the most stabilization strength among the investigated models of parent Fav compounds. The 

hydrogen movement and the bond rotation could change the models' features as indicated by 

evaluating different bond distances among Fav1 – Fav4 compounds. It is a distance variation 

and perturbates the electronic features of models leading by such structural features variations. 

In this case, the evaluated descriptors could show the effects of such models' variations in 

molecular and atomic scales. As mentioned for Fav1 with the highest stability among the 

models, the obtained molecular orbital related descriptors could affirm such achievement with 

the wider energy gap between HOMO and LUMO levels for the Fav1 model. As a result, each 

chemical hardness and softness underwent the destination of unfavorability for participating in 

reactions with other substances. By such achievement, the model of Fav1Fe could not be 

expected to be the highest stabilized model, in which energies of optimized models affirmed it. 

Therefore, it was necessary to examine other possibilities for Fav structure to examine other 

conditions of Fe chelation for the models' systems. The results indicated variation for features 

of the investigated models. 
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Figure 2. Optimized models of parent Fav compounds and FavFe complexes, in addition to visualized 

HOMO and LUMO distribution patterns. Bond distances were shown in angstrom. 
 

Comparing the models indicated that the parent Fav3 model was found to be at the 

lowest stability for formation through optimization; in contrast, it was found to be at the highest 

stability for the Fe chelation process yielding Fav3Fe model. Such trend was affirmed by the 

evaluated values of molecular orbital features showing a higher possibility for contributing to 

reactions for the parent model. As mentioned before, even small variations in structural forms 

could lead to significant observation in electronic features, in which they are all identical in 
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chemical formula but with many more details in a structural formula to be investigated by 

benefits of performing computer-based works [30-32]. By comparing energy vales for FavFe 

models, it could be seen that Fav3Fe was the most favorable one, whereas Fav4Fe was the most 

unfavorable one for the formation of Fe chelated systems. The results indicated that assistance 

of N and O atoms for Fe chelation could work better than two identical O atoms for the purpose. 

In addition, rotation of the external attached amide group could lead to the most favorable or 

the most unfavorable model of Fe chelation by Fav, as seen by what happened for Fav3Fe and 

Fav4Fe models. In such a case, structural and electronic features could determine a molecular 

model's ability to show specified functions in reaction media.    

Analyzing visual representations of HOMO and LUMO distribution patterns could 

show a significant variation of such molecular orbital localization for HOMO of Fav2 model 

in comparison with other models, whereas LUMO patterns were almost identical for the model 

systems. Such variations were seen for localization of LUMO at the chelated Fe atom in all 

FavFe models, more typically for Fav3Fe and Fav4Fe models. Significant variations of HOMO 

and LUMO of FavFe models' energy levels compared to the parent Fav models could reveal 

the advantage of such a molecular model for detecting the existence of Fe in the media. In other 

words, the existence of Fe could be detected by means of Fav models as their electronic features 

of HOMO and LUMO could make them appropriate for a biosensor material. In such a case, 

innovating detection kits could be considered by means of small-molecule systems, avoiding 

the complexity of employing large-scale molecular systems. Combinations of visual 

representations of HOMO and LUMO and their corresponding quantities, the ability of Fav for 

Fe chelation were shown more or less significant with the variations of structural features. It 

could be remembered here that the favorability of FavFe formation was different comparing 

the values of obtained energies, in which such variations were found for the corresponding 

molecular orbital features. 

Table 2. Atomic quadrupole coupling constant (Cq MHz) descriptors for the optimized models.* 

 

Model H1 H31 H32 N1 N2 N3 O1 O2 Fe 

Fav1 0.246 0.231 -0.264 2.669 5.271 3.844 8.175 9.208 n/a 

Fav2 0.247 0.259 -0.266 2.715 4.868 4.316 9.154 9.831 n/a 

Fav3 0.226 0.252 0.251 4.849 1.140 4.152 9.495 10.096 n/a 

Fav4 0.207 0.214 0.263 4.880 0.835 3.565 8.406 7.766 n/a 

Fav1Fe 0.259 0.230 0.267 4.267 1.926 4.133 7.745 7.557 33.307 

Fav2Fe 0.250 0.247 0.261 2.769 3.244 4.363 7.614 6.870 43.787 

Fav3Fe 0.242 0.245 0.267 1.884 3.926 4.380 7.326 8.207 32.408 

Fav4Fe 0.244 0.254 0.256 1.981 4.321 4.226 7.165 9.328 39.286 
*See Figures 1 and 2 for the models representations. 

Atomic-scale quadrupole coupling constant (Cq) descriptors for those atoms involved 

in structural variation and chelation are listed in Table 2. Magnitudes of Cq descriptors could 

very well show the impact of structural variations at the atomic sites to analyze models at the 

lowest atomic scales [33-35]. A quick look at the obtained results of Table 2 could indicate that 

the atomic features of models detected effects of variations more or less significant for the 

models compared to each other. Hydrogen atoms did not directly contribute to Fe chelation 

processes; however, movements of positions for H1 and rotation of bond for H31 and H32 

yielded variations of magnitudes in both pure Fav compounds and FavFe complexes. N1 and 

N2 atoms had contributions to the Fe chelation process, in which magnitudes of their Cq 

parameters indicated such significant contributions to the Fe chelation process. Indeed, such 

atomic descriptors could affirm the formation of complex models of a significant contribution 

of an atom to the interacting environment in detail. Such information could help for managing 
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further modification of molecular structures with the requirements of specified applications. As 

a consequence of the results of this work, atomic-scale Cq descriptors showed significant roles 

of those atoms directly contributed to the Fe chelation model or those atoms detecting indirect 

effects of the occurrence of such processes the obtained results. 

4. Conclusions 

This work was performed to analyze the electronic and structural features of Fav for Fe 

chelation through evaluated molecular and atomic descriptors of DFT calculations. The results 

indicated that structural variations of parent Fav compound by the movement of H atom 

between two N atoms of the heterocyclic ring could provide appropriate positions for the 

occurrence of Fe chelation in addition to the rotation of bond of attached amide group to that 

ring structure. As a consequence, models of pure Fav compounds and dour models of FavFe 

complex models were obtained through performing optimization processes. The evaluated 

molecular and atomic scale descriptors indicated different features for the investigated models, 

in which Fav1 was at the highest stability and Fav3 was at the lowest stability, whereas Fav3Fe 

was at the highest favorability of formation for the investigated models. Moreover, variations 

of molecular orbital-related features yielded different tendencies of contributing to reaction for 

pure Fav compounds, in which such variations could also help for detection purposes of Fe by 

means of small molecules avoiding the complexity of large molecular systems. Additional 

achievements by atomic-scale descriptors indicated the roles of atoms with direct and indirect 

contributions to Fe chelation processes, in which the systems were analyzed regarding the 

importance of atomic roles. As a final remark, Fe chelation could occur with the assistance of 

Fav compound with details of the formation of FavFe complexes to further investigate its 

mechanism of action in treating COVID-19. 
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